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in

introduction
during the period when 1I was searching for a
thesis topic my advisor dr stan taylor suggested that
the stephen L richards papers then awaiting cataloging
in the brigham young university archives might yield
material relevant to a thesis topic on international
relations at that time stephen L richards was a name
familiar to me only as a member of the first LDS first
presidency 1I could recall knowing as a child consisting
of presidents david 0 mckay richards and J reuben
clark through a preliminary examination of elder
richardel
richardsl
richardssl papers however 1I learned of his legal backRichard
ground and career the compilation of his addresses in
wisdoms and the church in war and
wisdoml
two books where is wisdom1
0
2
peace
and his long and varied service to the church
the more 1I examined elder richards discourses
the more interested 1I became not so much because there
was a great volume of political content but because 1I
was impressed by the clarity and logic with which he
expressed himself it should be made clear from the
outset that at no time did elder richards set out to
formulate a grand theory of international relations
his statements on international political matters must
be placed in the context of his central effort that of
1

2

teaching religious principles he had no extensive
training or professional experience in matters of state
as had his colleague president clark
mark
dark
nevertheless elder richards spoke on many occaocularly during world war 11
icularly
particularly
sions part
II of the great
questions of war and peace generally however neither
the church at large nor LDS scholars have been as aware
of his thinking on political issues as they have been of
such church leaders as elders hugh B brown ezra taft
benson and president clark
mark
dark
what 1I have attempted in this thesis is to
still from available sources the stephen L richards
papers in the church archives were not available when 1I
was doing my research
elder richards thoughts on the
causes of war and the search for peace and to examine
them within an organized analytical framework the
an the
framework 1I have chosen is kenneth N waltz Mman
ap
1p

di-

state

and war

A

theoretical analysis

Q

30

though

pu-

the books consideration of the
levels of analysis with which the causes of war may be
examined remains valid and current in addition waltz
examines the ideas on war and peace of the leading
blished a generation ago

political theorists of western civilization

the

collection of these ideas lends the book its classic
quality and its usefulness even today as an analytical

3

tool
in the books introductory chapter waltz notes
that though peace is not the only end pursued by man it
has often been called the problem of the twentieth
114
long lasting solution to this
discovery of a longlasting
century
11problem
problem continues to elude statesmen and philosophers
waltz asserts however that each attempt to alleviate
a condition implies some idea of its causes
to explain
how peace can be more readily achieved requires an
5
10
understanding of the causes of war
from this starting point waltz examines the assumptions of political
leaders and philosophers relating to war and peace and
points out the logical consequences of those assumand comparative

11

ptions

to

the complexity of thought on war and
peace more manageable waltz suggests that the causes of
war may be ascribed to one or a combination of three
factors or causes man himself the characteristics of
the nation state and the structure of the international
system he calls each of these factors images within
which there are also differing streams of thought
from one image or a combination of images
thinkers have derived the prescriptions for peace
advanced through the ages according to waltz
empirical testing of these prescriptions has proven
make

4

inconclusive for a couple of reasons the same set of
data he claims may lead to differing conclusions
because the image supported by the tester will lead him
6
to select and interpret data in different ways
waltz also accepts the criticism of empirical studies by
those who claim that a particular prescription has never
been implemented statements such as the league of
nations didnt fail it was never tried are irrefut77
able he says
while recognizing the difficulties of empirical
testing waltz does not rule out the possibility of
establishing the validity of a prescription he believes this task can be accomplished through rigorous
analysis of the cause of war or the image undergirding
each prescription

for example waltz says a prescription based on
a faulty analysis of the causes of war would be
tva
tv8
0
consequences
produce
unlikely to
the desired
iiee
peace turning the problem around once the validity of
an image has been established a logical prescription
growing out of that image must be found for each
image there are logical and illogical prescriptions
one who suffers from infected tonsils profits little
9
from a skillfully performed appendectomy
if there isS
a possibility that more than one image or cause is
3

5

involved the difficulty of determining the value of a

prescription is multiplied
waltz concludes his introduction listing a series
questions to be asked when considering the merit of a
of ofquestions
prescription they are as follows
1I
Is there a logical relation between
prescription and image does the prescription attack
the assigned causes

Is the image adequate or has the analyst
ignored other causes of equal or greater importance
can
111
the final proposition be implemented
III
lii
lil
11
II

and

if

so

how

will attempts to fill the prescription
affect other goals since peace is not the only goal of
10
even the most peacefully inclined men or states10
states
an analysis odthe
of the ideas of
elder
eider richards will
ofthe
ofelder
efelder
center on these questions first to be examined will be
elder richards prescription for peace following will
be a close look at elder richards thoughts on the
IV

how

causes of war or images and an analysis of the adequacy of these
for comparisons sake waltz views on
are described at the beginning of each
each image
imageare
section finally the prospects for successful implementation of elder richards prescription for peace and
how

it

might

affect other goals will

be considered

6
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ELDER RICHARDS

prescription

FOR PEACE

the christian peace plan which elder richards
expressed most often is as simple to explain and understand as peace itself has been difficult to achieve
elder richards believed that true or revealed religion
facts mens attitudes by providing answers to the
af fects
affects
great mysteries of life such as the personality of god
mants
manis
mans relationship to him and the eternal nature of the
soul

when men have comprehended

certain realities

a
and
supreme
laws
of
universe
in
rules
ie
that we are all his spiritual children and therefore
brothers they will be much less prone to fight one
1
peace
another
will ensue
for elder richards faith in the sovereignty and
of god and in the thebrotherhood
brotherhood of man was the
fatherhood ofgod

that

god

out of this faith grows confidence
in gods supremacy and in the laws he has established
the principles of which will guide human society and

foundation of peace

faith

conduct into peaceful ways

and confidence in

as our father is joined with confidence and trust
in each other as brothers and sisters the acceptance
of a familial relationship with our fellow human beings

god

leads to caring and harmonious relations
7

20

8

elder richards also believed that the peace within a christian soul and the emotional controls and
character building that are its concomitants would bring
3
it
1
peace and good will among men
I cannot see how he
said in 1953 once the brotherhood of man is established in its fullest concept we could expect that men
q4
A
would continue long to strive against each other
who has
man who believes in the reality of christ
and the genius of his
absorbed the spirit
115
doctrine cannot be a militant man
the logical corollary to these ideas and the key
to understanding elder richards prescription for peace
is that not until men accept and live the principles and

until they are
living lives of christian brotherhood will a durable
peace become a reality on one occasion elder richards
commandments of the gospel

and not

called immorality a greater deterrent to world peace
than conflicting ideologies were it not for its
damning influence he said
the christian people of
the world alone could and would arise in such spiritual
power and faith as to invoke and receive the divine
6
benefaction of peace to the world
according to elder richards world peace would be
generated through individual righteousness and true
feelings of brotherhood multiplied many times over

9

there are enough peaceful people in the world he
asserted and when the peaceful spirit of christ has
been incorporated into the governmental structures of
7
nations there will be peace
elder richards hoped
that the influence of christians in world leadership
positions would lead to the integration of gospel values
into the very constitutions of nations
the idea that peace could be attained by gospel
principles being infused into the arrangements and
organizations of nations was expressed more than once by
elder richards particularly in reference to the foundwar international organizations
ing of post
in
postwar
contemplating the league of nations elder richards said
ancor
would
be
not
unless
stable
constitution
it incor
its
0
80
he repeated the
porated
borated the principles of the gospel
point years later when discussing the prospects for a
new organization
zation to be formed after world war 11
organi bation
II the
success of such an organization he said could only be
assured if it were conditioned on subscription and
adherence to the laws of righteousness equity and
9
justice emanating from the divine ruler of the world
A non
religious approach to world affairs especially
nonreligious
within international organizations posed a mortal
10
hazard to peace
in the same vein elder richards remarked during
when

7

I1

10

post war arrangements to keep the
world war 11
II that postwar
peace would be unsuccessful if based on force balance
of power hatred or vengeance he described the hoped
post war order this way
for postwar
love is the keystone in
the arch of its structure righteousness and justice are
11ll
unless peoples begin to feel well
its foundations
toward each other he added and repose confidence in
peace will failj2
fali
fall
fail
As world war 11
II neared its end

each other

11

elder richards

agreed with a speaker of the stanford conference on the
humanities who said the world needed a new man one who
11philosophy which underlies democracy and
understood the philosophy
it
individual freedom rather than men who placed their
hopes on postwar
post war economic and political organiza11

tions

13

the philosophy of freedom
and democracy included the gospel doctrines of the
divine right of free agency and the majesty of man as a

for elder richards

son of god

reiterating the basic tenet of his

peace

plan elder richards said that once these concepts were
infused into mens hearts the relations among men that
14
naturally followed would bring peace
in addition to the incorporation of gospel principles into the political sphere elder richards
believed economies must be energized by gospel values
for peace to be sustained an economy to support

11

peace

brotherly love and
must realize that there are

must be imbued with
15

men
consideration
things more precious than property territory or
10
16
power
pover
ower
over
during the interwar period elder richards
noted that the industrial system and the security of
17
property would be threatened unless men turned to god
prospects for peace would be limited he declared until
selfishness was rooted out and replaced by gospel
18ft
values
it is clear from the foregoing that elder
richards
Richardsl prescription for peace on earth was the acceptance of the gospel of jesus christ by enough individuals
in enough nations who when activated by the spirit of
brotherhood inherent in the gospel would no longer find
themselves in conflict with their fellow men until a
sufficient number of gospel believers was attained
reducing the number of unbelievers and those disobedient
to the laws of morality a search for a lasting peace
would be futile what is also envisioned by elder
richards is the spread of and adherence to gospel
principles in the policies of nation
states and internationstates
national organizations such as the united nations
the spread of the gospel is elder richards prescription for peace his views indicate that men
nations and the international structure itself may be
1

12

infused with and follow the principles of the gospel to
the end of promoting peace it follows then that one
may expect him to find the causes of war in each of
waltz three images the following sections will
explore elder richards1
richardso
richards thoughts on the causes of war in
the context of waltz images the adequacy of those
images and the logical relations between the causes of
1

war and the

espouses

prescription for peace elder richards

13
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FIRST IMAGE

the waltz view
according to waltz the core belief of first
image theorists is that the causes of war derive from
human characteristics
the nature and behavior of men
such as selfishness aggressiveness and stupidity are
1
the key causal factors
if man is the root of evil
then man is also the root of war waltz described this
view as being held in varying forms by such illuminaries
luminaries
il
as st augustine luther spinoza malthus swift and
r
2
acceptance of the prescription that the
niebuhr
anels
improvement of man will bring peace depends on onels
ones
acceptance of the idea that the stated reasons for war
will be rationalizations of simpler motives such as
300
pride greed or petulance
waltz divides the first imagists into optimists
and pessimists
firstimage
first image optimists believe that
peoples instincts are good but that the people are
often deceived by political leaders the premise
follows that the right policies would be implemented if
people knew what the right policies were education
4
then becomes the cure for conflict
for the
optimists society is basically good with great
15

16

possibilities for progress prescriptions vary but
common to all firstlevel
first level optimists is the idea that for
a peaceful world men must be changed either in their
11moral
moral intellectual outlook or in their psychic social
morai
behavior

it5
ita5

firstimage
first image pessimists believe that

will
continue because men are permanently flawed and their
lasting
longlasting
faults eliminate any opportunities for long
6
0
peace
optimists and pessimists agree on the cause of
war man but they disagree on the possibility of alter7
pessimists accept the relevance of
ing the cause
the optimists goal but they think it impossible to
8 to
the pessimists men will never be perachieve
9
fectly rational nor truly loving
spinoza believed that human reason and will are
defective and that men are led by passions which in
10
st augustine niebuhr and
turn lead to conflict
morgenthau denied this dualism between reason and passion believing that the whole man his mind and his
wars

7

body

are flawed

ii
11

morgenthau claimed that evil comes from mans
12
he rejected the
ineradicable lust for power
0

assumption of the essential goodness and infinite
1
13
he explained political
malleability of human nature

behavior through the blind

egotistic behavior of

17

men

if

the undeniable and inevitable product of a

nature that cannot be changed morgenthau among
others attributed political ills to a fixed nature of
man defined in terms of an inherent potentiality for
14
1
waltz concludes that man
evil as well as for good
does not act contrary to his nature and it is prima
15
one may label human
facie absurd to think otherwise
nature the basic and primary cause of war but according
cause that human
to the pessimists human nature is a 11cause
it16
contrivance cannot affect
to summarize the firstimage
first image view the evil in
man or improper behavior
leads to war goodness if
if
11universalized
universalized would bring peace optimists believe
basically good and that the reform of
that men are arebasically
individuals is possible pessimists believe that peace
17
fl
utopian dream
is a valid but flutopian
first imagists both
optimists and pessimists believe that what is important
in politics is found beneath the political surface that
political acts and arrangements arise from the nature
1
18
optimists and pessimists agree
and behavior of man
on where to look but see things differently and arrive
Q
119
at different conclusions
giving up on man pessimists turn to political
remedies
waltz claims the unity of the first image
is more perfectly preserved by those who seeking the
11

11

18

cause of war in men
he

asserts

seek to change them

moral appeals
religious morai

and

11

in the past

traditional

systems of education were the vehicles of improvement

the approach of many pacifists was to the realm of the
spirit either by waiting quietly and hoping for men to
11

behave as god intended

faith

it

or by going out

to convert

said to have moved mountains and presumably
would again
faith courage and character were re220
quired
these attempts waltz said have been
replaced by the efforts of scientists behavioral and
social who attempt to turn their techniques and their
0
21
findings into a prescription for social action
was

1

I

the richards view
though elder richards did not often explicitly
link a certain trait or behavior to the outbreak of war

it is clear

his statements that he found
much of the worlds troubles stemming from the behavior
patterns of men a firstimage
first image view the following
observations are indicative of the emphasis elder
richards placed on the behavior of men as the central
from many of

force behind events
that man himself would be the principal cause
behind events is not surprising in light of elder
richards beliefs concerning mans place in the

19

universe a view derived from mormon doctrine men who
are created in the image of god and are his literal
22
spirit children are born of high estate and of the
112
23
13
mans
neage
mas intelligence which is of
noblest lineage
deage
eternal duration and his spirit the offspring of god
24
bloody
are placed into mortal bodies of flesh and blood
beyond intelligence and matter however a man is
formed by his ideals his ambitions and the performance of his deeds
according to elder richards
11these
chese
these elements determine his mans personality that
seemingly intangible essence which
influences the
25
yellowman
elder richards thought
fel lowman
lives of his fellowman
individual personality was a critical factor in the
9
propagation of both good and evil26
evil because it is
through personality that men are granted stature in the
97
27
community and hence the power to affect lives
elder richards believed the effect of a personality on another could have other than an intellectual or
an emotional basis
the power of personality he
claimed is essentially spiritual built of spiritual
and moral attributes and conveyed through contacts which
create feelings and impressions seemingly of a spiritual
2
28
not in all cases however would the effect
nature
of one personality on another or on a group be positive
of the leaders of
the influence and impact on the world odthe
ofthe

20

belligerent states was regretfully noted by elder
richards during and after the world wars of his lifetime
one feature of mans makeup
make up which consistently
drew elder richards attention was the role of emotions
in the behavior of human beings in the early 1920s he
considered emotion more than the exercise of reason
the stronger motivating force behind mens actions flit
it
is not always that an analytically trained mind he
said in 1923 will choose the right course
the penitentiaries are full of bright people
leaders of some of the most inimical
movements in the country and elsewhere are those
se
whose
who have superior intellectual training but wg
y
emotional structure has been sadly neglected
with the passing of a decade however elder richards
had shifted his thinking to the view that it was most
likely a combination of emotion and reason reacting to
the knowledge and information one receives most particr3 tual
ularly knowledge of a spiritual
tuai nature
spi ra
naturel which motivates
30
behavior
that he clung to this point of view is evident from his comment in 1956 that while he thought
emotion was the greatest driving force behind behavior
he did not find human emotions in combination with
spiritual knowledge and intelligence incompatible as a
1
31
guide to proper action
elder richards also noted that while customs and
0

0

41

21

philosophies often underwent great change the elemental
emotions of the human family love hate fear hope
32
and despair are pretty stable
he made this observation to a group of ofsoldiers
soldiers in 1943 with the intention
of pointing out that just as personalities may exert
positive or negative influences so too were emotions
capable of leading to good or ill
in war time he
mens higher emotions and nobler sentiments
said 11ments
should be called into play it is a time for the
33
0
common
good
he
subordination of selfishness for the
said that though it was difficult to love ones enemies
in wartime to control ones native passions and
sii would allow minds to be enlightened rather
feelings
feelingsit
34
than be poisoned with hate and enmity
among the natural emotions and inclinations in
man elder richards most often condemned were selfishness
or self
and the prideful notion of human autonomy
sufficiency shortly after world war 1I in a period of
some domestic unrest he called selfishness the under35
jl
selfishness is
lying cause of the nations distress
the attribute of all flesh he said later in 1940 but
1I cannot see what chance we have to overcome it unless
36
lmo
our leaders in thought and station set the example llo
he complained that the itrich
rich and intelligentsia
succumbing to selfishness and greed were shirking their

22
377

leadership roles
elder richards was deeply disappointed that after the japanese attack on pearl
harbor hopes for maximum national unity were dashed by
what he called deeply ingrained habits thought and
tending to selfishness costly disputes
actions
38
0
and
prejudice
partisan
inasmuch as elder
dissentionl
dis sention
dissention
dissection
richards most often focused on the action of individuals
as the cause of national or international disorder it
is interesting to note his comment of april 1925 that
selfishness and hatred on the part of the collective

lightly regarded than the

were more

same

qualities

39

expressed in one individual
in this instance he
alludes to and seems to criticize the realist notion
marks of individual morality cannot also be
benchmarks
that bench
considered the measuring sticks of a nation
states
nationstates
11

40
11goodness
goodness11
goodness
11

while remarking that selfishness had hampered
cals efforts at the beginning of world war 11
cais
Ameri
amerl
II
americas
elder richards stated after world war 1I that it was a
spirit of self sufficiency a tendency to go it alone
1
41
1
ed to
had
actually
led
or 11reckoning
reckoning without god
that
one great lesson the war has taught us
he
ruin
asserted in june 1919 is that mans wisdom alone could
0
42
not keep the world out of turmoil and misery
strong bodies and keen minds will not alone correct the
11

23

disorders of society

0

1143
llqj

elder richards focused on the notion of self
sufficiency as a cause of disorder over and over
through the years he said those who believe in self
sufficiency labor under the assumption that there is no
higher power to depend on other than their own wisdom
elder richards on the other hand considered faith in
higher powers indicative of a superior intelligence one
which perceives spi
spiritual
ritual concepts and adequately
n
it44
he
correlates them with things of the finite world
felt this capability to be the soundest qualification a
45
statesman could possess
in doing so he implied that
0

statesmen without spiritual understanding cannot accurately perceive the circumstances and conditions of the
world as they really are one senses here a rudimentary
intuition on the part of elder richards that the
perceptive filters of international leaders are somewhat
misted a dangerous deficiency when it comes to the
delicate moments when peace hangs in the balance
though much of the theorizing on international
politics did not occur until after world war 11
II one
theory accounting for the recurrence of war was popular
much earlier it posited that war was the result of an
instinctual aggressive drive in man elder richards was
well aware of this theory and somewhat presciently

24

given the conclusions of later theorists was not
entirely in accord with its conclusions in 1925 he
disagreed with the critics who dismissed christianity as
unscientific because it did not take into account the

natural instinct of
to assure his
proved

it

own

to
survival
man

kill his

own

they say

brother in order

it

but have they

46

he queried

still doubtful

that it
was native instinct which led to mans seeming propensity to engage in war but he granted that there were
A

few years

later

he was

47

from his own study of
the theory
history and personal observation however elder
many who propounded

I1

richards offered his feeling that men could live
together in peace though he admitted the effect of
inherent tendencies and that some individuals were
48
0
do
harm
and
sought
great
to
intentionally
vicious
only in a couple of instances did elder richards
commonlyattributed
at
t ributed instinct the drive
attributed
refer to another commonly
for power the alleged universal possession of which
morgenthaus
forms the basis of hans Morgen
thaus theory of inter49
in 1938 elder richards denied
national politics
that man was by nature brutal and fiendish but
acknowledged that the overpowering temptation of man is
1150
0
the clear implicafor power wealth and dominion
temptaton
temptation
taton
tion is that individuals succumbing to such temp
11
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are often prone to exercise nefarious means to obtain
their ends later in a 1943 radio speech he praised
george washington for having 11wisely
wisely called attention to
1151
the love of power in the human heart
the preceding observations have focused on
manis
mans behavior common to all men in one
elements of mants
degree or another elder richards also discussed
influences that contribute to the differences in men and
their behavior
elder richards pointed out environmental influences as one source of the differences in menis
mens
behavior he found that men could not help but react to
the persons things and events which surround them
individuals were particularly affected in their political outlook for instance by influences in the home a
concept borne out by modern survey research in 1930
elder richards said
1I
men follow creeds because their fathers did
have observed that men align themselves with
political parties largely because their fathers
did likewise they are predisposed to certain
views because they lived in homes where these
views prevailed
is the line of least
it
resistance they absorb as with the food that
and
elders
sustains them the ideas thai
that
their
that
2
their progenitors have had
elder richards also spoke of the pervasive influence that religion and theology have had on men to
varying
varyl ng degrees throughout the centuries whether they
11

0
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practicants
practic ants or not

elder richards considered
religion a dominant force in the history of man asserting in 1933 that the civilized world of today is what
53
J
even
and
theology
the
religion
because
of
is
it
most primitive peoples harbor concepts of a supreme
54
being he said in 1941
america was a special case shortly after the
united states entered world war 11
II elder richards
declared there is not a man or woman in america whose
loyalty and devotion are not affected by a preconception
55
JD
of political economic and religious right or wrong
he was not prepared however to accept the idea of some
that because the basic teachings of christianity influenced americans america was therefore a christian
nation at best americans were ideological christians
only the recognition of jesus christ as the son of god
have been

could
a

vitalize

such ideology

truly christian nation

making of america thereby

56
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elder richards also expounded firstimage
first image views
w
1 thin more specific historical contexts
the following
within
are his comments relating to the world wars and their
aftermaths
after maths his preceding observations on mans
behavior are also reflected in these more particular
historical observations
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world war 1I
war
1I with which
on
world
statement
first
elder richards was associated appeared in the december
1914 issue of the juvenile instructor
in a christmas
editorial signed by elders joseph F smith david 0
mckay and richards the war was called a test to
principles of
determine whether or not the
against the unholy
christianity shall prevail
57
ambitions and machinations of men
echoing this
may
years
sharply drawn distinction 3312
in
later
12
1918 elder richards considered the united states and
the allies to be fighting on the side of righteousness
liberty justice and truth it was the obligation of
liberty loving peoples he declared to preserve virtue
libertyloving
and kindness in the world against the appetites and
58
cravings of the wicked
after the war concluded he
praised those who saved his home country and the world
59
from an autocracy of tyranny and evil influence
elder richards shared the wilsonian view that the
united states entered and participated in the war armed
with a high moral purpose germany had attacked the
livery
very roots of human life as wilson proclaimed in his
60
0
request for a declaration of war
for these offenses
however elder richards cast the blame on avaricious
german leaders not on the common citizenry of germany

the

1I
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pursuing a theme he would more fully amplify during
world war 11
II elder richards counseled that individual
inhabitants of nations with whom the united states was
at war should not become objects of hatred echoing
wilsonian thought he said if the united states were to
enter the war it would be on behalf of all humanity
and would not be a campaign of
hatred against a particofhatred
01
61
ular nation or people

the aftermath of world war 1I
carrying his fourteen points president woodrow
wilson was welcomed as a hero in france but the allied
leaders were in no mood to implement wholesale wilsons
dream of a world of democratic states becoming an organized community of moral force piece by piece they
chipped away at wilsons sacred principles by
parceling
colonies
negotiating in secrecy pa
rceling
reeling out colon
les and
ies
instituting a harsh reparations policy
germany of course was dissatisfied with the
treaty and the treatys punitive measures would later
provide a basis for hitlers antagonism toward the
european powers wilson faced with an unrelenting
republican congress at home was unable to engineer the
accession of the united states to the new league of
post war period elder
nations recalling the immediate postwar
richards told a utah state audience in 1942 that while

29

the war was fought to end war lust for power and
avarice and greed quickly laid the foundations for
tig 2
another
it was apparent to elder richards with
hitler then occupying most of europe that the genesis
of the conflict could in large measure be traced to
odthe
ofthe

versailles
between the wars elder richards spoke often of
the attitudes of power elites and opinion makers which
can lead nations into war at the base of these attit-

udes are firstimage
first image types of character defects

which

have been noted previously

in 1930 elder richards accused capitalists of
putting the protection of capital ahead of life itself
capital should be protected he felt but it should be
which drink
accomplished with methods other than those 11which
the blood of nations and satiate the world in horror and
63
man
even
defy
of
description
in
the
that
atrocities
1939 he described the state of the world as a mad
scramble of nations for territory and power at the
foundation of which were economic motivations profits
markets and the acquisition of comforts though personal aggrandizement influenced some he observed much
64
0
noting the
warfare was due to economic factors
economic deprivations suffered in other parts of the
world as a result of world war 1I elder richards hoped
11

30

that in

the lord would make men realize there
were things more precious than property territory and
some way

65
3
power

in an important discourse in the salt lake
tabernacle in 1930 elder richards described militarism
peace making process
as another major impediment to the peacemaking
his statements were couched in an american context
indicating his concern that the united states was not
immune to such a spirit
he found that patriotism when
defined in terms of military achievement often influenced a nations inclination to assume a militant
posture he did not want to minimize the contributions
of such heroes as washington or andrew jackson but he
felt their military accomplishments often overshadowed
other significant contributions by americans in the
development of the nation he noted the somewhat
exaggerated influence wielded by veterans organizations
in the united states and expressed some dissatisfaction
that american youth grew up with a disposition to interpret patriotism in terms of great military achievements
elder richards saw even the flag itself as a symbol for
many of a 11militant
militant aggressive fighting disposition at
variance with the very spirit and philosophy of peace
finally he observed that political recognition had
often come to those of significant military achievement
11

31

the battlefield these individuals were often predisposed toward the fight as a
solution to important questions elder richards
considered this inclination detrimental to the objechaving

won

their spurs

on

66
00

tives of peace and the reduction of military spending
while elder richards had taken the offensive
against economic aggression and militarism several
times he felt compelled to defend religion against accusations that it was responsible for much warfare and
bloodshed he admitted that wars and atrocities had
been prosecuted in the name of religion but denied that
these were sanctioned by the lord

07
67

anyone contend that war is prompted by
goodness and love
and that god is the author of
yes
there have been perverted souls in all
it
ages who have so held
buc
heid
but they were never really
heldbut
christian the spirit and the peace of christ

will

lod gement in their hearts
have never found lodgement
no god is not the author and sponsor of war
greed
satan inspired it and rejoices in it grggd
ambition and hatred are its forerunners
from the saviors injunction in the sermon on the mount
god
would
be
peacemakers
of
the
elder
children
that
0

richards logically concluded that the makers of war
69
estrange themselves from the family of god
world war 11
II
11
eider richards said the allies
in world war iielder
II elder
fielder
were fighting against the forces of satan who were
imbued with greed avarice selfishness and

32
70

hypocrisy
to a radio audience in 1943 he pointed
out the spiritual chasm between the egotistical self
sufficient superior race ideology of the enemy versus
the christian concept of the equality of men in the
71

considers the justifications
put forward by the nazis for their aggressive actions
elder richards statements bring to mind waltz assertion that the given reasons for war may be actually
rationalizations of the more precise motives elder
72
petulance
richards describes pride greed and petulances
elder richards blamed world war 11
II on the war
lords and their militaristic parties and willing collab7
73
orsil rather than the helpless citizenry
these
oratorsil
orat
orators
perpetrators he said should be brought to justice
without destroying the two foundations of decent
mutual good will
society remaining in their countries 11mutual
7
1174
even then elder richards
and altruistic service
was not prepared to unconditionally condemn the
war
makers he said he could not understand the doctrine
warmakers
of repentance unless it applied to all who turn from sin
family of god

when one

11

and seek god

73
75

elder richards statements however seem
to indicate that he ascribed to the rank and file of the
enemy countries the same traits as their leaders
he
feared that in the course of their soldiering american
some of

33

boys would become

trained to kill

like the

and murder

enemy

who

allegedly had been

for the preceding decade

76

opened had been
the ideology of hate and revenge he opined
essential for the growth of dictatorship and a militaristic spirit in the enemy countries surely we who
oppose such autocracy and aggression can ill afford to
encourage the cultivation of the inimical and hateful
iv77
atmosphere out of which grows the things we fight

the aftermath of world war 11
II
during the first years of the cold war and
consistent with his view of the fascist states of world
war 11
II elder richards blamed the tyrants and
oppressors for the evils of the communist states not
1
I cannot see he said in april
the common citizens
how the rank and file of the people who are
1949
classed as atheistic communists could accept the godless
totalitarianism of marx and lenin if they really had a
comprehension of the fatherhood of god and the brotherhood of man and the eternal plans of the father for the
he continwellbeing
well being and exaltation of his children
ued that communist leaders consistently seeking to
maximize their power and at the same time fearful of
losing it would repress whatever decent and honorable
inclinations they had in order to achieve their ends
if the people knew the truth he believed they would not

34
70
78

support these avaricious leaders
at this point it should be mentioned that on
several occasions elder richards suggested that it was
war but
not entirely the weakness of men that led to warbut
barbut
more the influence on men odthe
of the actual author of evil
ofthe
satan which led to conflict

in an april 1938 easter discourse he pondered
why the nations odthe
of the earth after so many years of
ofthe
access to the teachings and example of christ continued
11while
while professing christ to lie cheat steal fight
and

kill

1179

be that
it
light and

there is a devil an adversary of
truth turned loose in the world to
1I am
war murder
incite men to greed men
and nations could not
sure it must be so or
respond
pongo
to surrender and res
to
respongo
the
fail
ou
precepts
of the savior
two years later he claimed
of evil in the world is more
the persistence ofevil
adequately and logically accounted for by the
power and influence of the god of evil than in
man
any other way
with human
is
it
frailty subject to the opposing forces of evil
who needs stregythl
strength fortitude and courage to
acquire truth
elder richards linked communism to the adversary
when he declared that karl marx was more responsible
today for a misconception of human life and duty than
probably any ot
her man that ever lived adding that
other
this philosophy marxism was prompted by satan him82
a
mockery
was
to the divinely
terrible
self
it
can

f
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planted passion for self preservation he would later
assert that there were so many in the world influenced
by satan who sought the lives of those not of their
110
8
3
iio
ito
own persuasion
of the rest of
odthe
these are concepts which like much ofthe
elder richards core beliefs do not lend themselves to
what is necessary is to determine
academic analysis
whether they are consistent with his other views
a
as
force
declares
there
elder
is
richards
if
for good the power of the holy spirit which changes
hearts and leads to peace there is nothing exceptionally inconsistent with the idea that there is also an
evil force pulling men in the opposite direction only
the impression is given that this evil force alone
inthe
ifthe
if che
causes men to act with greed and selfishness would
there seem to be a contradiction with elder richards
assertions on the autonomous free agent albeit fallen
status of man
in his own defense elder richards would probably
point out that the adversary generally has no power
other than to exacerbate defects that are already the
ballen
lot of failen
fallen
iallen man or to encourage man to emphasize the
baser or more fallen aspects of his nature he would
probably add however and this idea is mirrored in his
views on totalitarian states that there is a point at
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which

after

long years of permitting the influence of

the adversary into their lives men actually lose their
free agency and become in a more total sense satans
soldiers whether a group or nation must reach this
state before causing war or whether war can be caused
simply by mans own already substantial baggage of selfishness the firstimage
first image view it is impossible for the
case elder
mortal observer to determine in any casey
casel
richards recognized and accepted the possibility that in
many instances the decision by man to employ war as an
instrument to achieve his desires is not taken free of
the influence of a wicked unearthly power
adequacy of the

first

1image
I

richards1
richards ideas are
in several instances elder richardso
similar to firstimage
first image views of the philosophers
politicians described by waltz elder richards placed a
lot of emphasis on individual selfishness calling it
the underlying cause of the nationss distress and an
84
110
ito
11attribute
he considered avarice and
attribute of all flesh
greed both components of selfishness as bringing to
pass in great part the world wars his mention of
leaders overcoming selfishness however is
i S indicative
of his view that it does not have to be a permanent
0
85
man s character
feature of mans
1

11

C
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elder richards briefly touched on the aggressive
instinct but did not believe it to be the overriding
86
g
n
causing war
factor causi
heg did
id not develop the idea of
mants
manis
mans inherent lust for power except to note that it was
8
7
0
temptation87
an extremely strong temptation0
temptations and that it was the
temptation
8008
goal of communist leaders
on the combination of reason and passion elder
richards eventually came to believe that reason and
89
0
ng
making
he did
makl
emotion operate in tandem in decision maki
spinozas
ozas idea that passion alone ruled and
not accept Spin
caused conflict he noted however that there were
different degrees of passion or emotion some negative
0
90
and some positive
waltz described those who think beliefs condition expectations and expectations condition actions as
IN

0

91
7

adhering to a firstimage
this contention
first image viewpoint
coincides with elder richards view that men are
affected by the persons things and events around them
and that their political outlook is primarily influenced
092
by what they learn in the home
it is clear that elder richards believed the
behavior and attitudes of individuals were in large part
the cause of the wars he experienced in his lifetime
the question remains however whether this image is
adequate
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waltz believed the first image was inadequate
because human nature no matter how it is defined if
thought to be the one and only force driving behavior
has to explain an infinite number of events waltz
points out if human nature caused war in 1914 it
93
As waltz continued that the
caused peace in 1910
search for causes is an attempt to account for differan explanation is sought for the alternations
ences
11

q
94
between war and peace

according to waltz human nature though playing
a role in causing war
cannot by itself explain both
war and peace except by the simple statement that mans

nature is such that sometimes he fights and sometimes he
95
3
does not
to exaggerate the causal importance of
human nature is dangerous because it can justify everything
dimissed
waltz dismissed
di
first level optimists who
missed the firstlevel
believe human nature can be changed by citing the efforts
of those who have tried
with those
often he said 11with
who expect improvement in human behavior to bring peace
to the world the influence of socialpolitical
social political institutions is buried under the conviction that individual
religious spiritual
behavior is determined more by religiousspiritual
96
0
inspiration than by material circumstances
here
waltz seems to succumb to his own criticism of the
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empiricists

particular solution has never
worked because it has never been truly implemented
if
empiricists argument irrefutable he
waltz calls the empiricists1
must also call the argument that men have never changed
because they have never truly been taught gospel principles irrefutable
who

say a

1

if

nature cannot be changed as the
pessimists think then waltz points out it is no longer
a manipulable factor and therefore is not relevant to
the search for peace if it were the case that human
nature was the only cause of war and human nature was
unchanging then the search for peace would be futile
if human nature is only one of the causes then even if
it is unchanging a search for the conditions of peace
can be made
waltz concludes that dwelling on invariable factors diverts too much attention from manipulable
97
factors
As a christian religious leader principally
concerned with the individual salvation of men elder
richards focus was on the individual behavior of men
human

conflict from this first
image perspective though not entirely so as will be
noted in further sections to the extent however that

and

its

consequences

he saw

individual behavior as the cause of war he
does not confront the logic trap of waltz which notes

he does see
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that

if

individual behavior explains everything

it

explains nothing this was not an intellectual shorta
parc
buc
simply
coming on thepart
che
but
part
of
the
elder
eider
richards
ofelder
theeart efelder richardsbut
function of his interest and focus
where he would strongly challenge waltz is on
the contention that men are unchanging though he
zed the qualities inherent in men that made a
recognized
recogni
recagni
rapid turnabout in conditions difficult elder richards
knew and had experienced the fact that lives could be
changed if gospel principles were followed human
nature was for elder richards manipulable and therefore efforts to change human nature were relevant to the
search for peace this leads of course to a discussion
of how elder richards prescription for peace the
changing of men through the gospel could be implemented this is also a question waltz posed of peace
prescriptions and will be the subject of another
section
0
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THE SECOND IMAGE

the waltz view
proponents of the second image believe that the
internal organization of states is the key to understanditi
iii
ing war and peace i the second image grows out of the

idea that if a firstimage
first image view explains nothing because
it explains everything then a different level of analysis a more manipulable cause must be sought
the second imagists assert that if states are
r
2
reformed war can be reduced or forever eliminated

that it is individuals who fight and it is
war but that wars are
individuals who decide to go to warbut
barbut
3
fought in the name of states
this contention of the

they

know

second imagists

however

begs the question of what

reforms states should aspire to
and therefore peaceful state

ie

what

is

a good

waltz primarily discusses the views of nineteenth
century liberals who believed that men were generally
good though afflicted with vices and imperfections
these vices and imperfections operating together in the
proper environment were supposed to produce within a
state a natural harmony of interests promoting the common good
the internal conditions of a state according
47

48
4

to the liberals determined external behavior
with individual initiative and free competition
as the undergirding principles upon which the harmony of

interests would be built the liberals saw the good
state as a limited state one concerned internally with
justice and security for persons and property and
externally with defending and protecting the state from
5
invasion
the liberals believed that free trade would
lead to cooperation constructive competition and logical divisions of labor among states production would
60 war
be most ef
could still be
f icient
scient in peace time
efficient
considered a valid instrument but only as an extension
of the states use of force domestically to uphold the
law

7

the liberals were obliged to answer however why
war existed
they responded that the true interest of
the people was in peace if war occurred the true
interests of the people were not being followed self8
0
were
to blame
ish leaders
according to this theory a democracy wherein
foreign policy is ultimately in the control of the
people is the prototype of a peaceful state in a
democracy there are two brakes on leaders who might
one
a
war
easily
lead
is
into
nation
otherwise mmore
ore
the direct voice of the people those who suffer most in
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through the ballot box the second is the sanction
of public opinion liberals felt that in a democracy
reason and the common sense of the people would prevail
war

9

over minorities and despots
having established that democracies were peaceful
B
A
how
from
get
became
question
to
to
next
states the
that is how to obtain a world of democratic states from
a starting point of a world of mixed democratic and nondemocratic states
the liberals offered two mechanisms of change
nonintervention
the first was the idea of optimistic non
intervention
traditional methods of education peaceful trade and
a good example set by democratic states were supposed to
increase the number of peaceful states this option was
criticized for leaving the good states without an agency
democratic states to democracy if good
to bring non
nondemocratic
states had to wait while bad states changed it left
10
open the possibility of the triumph of evil
the liberals decided that if an agent of change
was necessary it would have to be the democratic states
themselves this constitutes the second mechanism
messianic interventionism wars would be fought to
establish freedom and justice waltz pointed out
woodrow wilsons adherence to this view and in particular his rationale for united states entry into world

50

war 1I

which seemed to

shift

from securing the

safety of

the united states to a cleanup
clean up crusade ll
if there are numerous good states according to
11

the liberals a minimum of international organization
would be required only that necessary to repulse nondemocratic invaders the underlying guarantee of peace
would be the equilibrium of interests which would
include everyones interest in settling disputes peace12
fully public opinion would be the major sanction
wilson however was not one who believed in the
anarchic ideal of a minimum of international organization he foresaw the need of international organization
to perform the inescapable functions of government
self determining states
his view was that democratic selfdetermining
operating together in a community of power would bring
a

peace

0

13

the richards view
the internal organization
of a state was of paramount importance not only for
peace but for salvation he believed that men were
social beings who grouped together for mutual helpful1114
through the advantages provided
ness and friendship

to elder richards

0

by family or community
more comfortable

even

living
it

joyous

human
ti15

existence became
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the formation of family groups into communities
and civil states has led perforce to the essence of
politics what david easton has called the need for
10
16
the
authoritative allocation of values in society
proper mode of this allocation or political organization still engages the debate of philosophers and
ideologues
ideologies
most of elder richards1
richardso
richards statements on the subject
came at a time when the arguments over political organization had moved beyond the debating stage to become
the central political and military conflict of his time
mans free agency and incomparable status in the
universe he declared in 1939
of and indeed constilie at the very foundation
tute the essence of the most discussed and most
uman
human
priceless thing in the universe today
re designed
liberty
other creations aare
all
primarily to serve mans needs and purposes all
institutions ecclesiastical civic and
social are but adjuncts and contributors to his
no order of society
progress and welfare
is greater than the intelligence and personality
and
who inyents
maintains
executes
devises
ents
ants
in
indents
ly
17
them
1

this theme years later explaining
that men all of whom are brothers and children of a
divine parent have an inherent right to freedom and
18
10
to elder
are designed to live in a free society
richards a free society was one in which individuals
he expanded on

voluntary power of choice necessary for
retained the 11voluntary
11

52

development and progression

19

the thrust of this philosophy is that no institution of society political or otherwise must be allowed
to reduce or restrain the individuals capacity to
develop and progress toward salvation
f ic lent
thus a good nation was one in which suf
sufficient
liberty existed for man to develop as god intended
nineteenth century liberals
similar to the views of the nineteenthcentury
elder richards believed that if this liberty was
good nations could justify going to war in
threatened 11good
self defense world war 11
II was an example
As described previously elder richards conceived
world war 11
II to be a contest between the forces of good
and evil with the allies on the side of righteousness
preserving liberty and all sacred values the axis on
90
20
the other hand represented the forces of darkness
before the united states entry into the war
elder richards viewed it primarily in terms of the
threat to the liberty of free peoples that the axis
symbolized in early 1940 he concurred in the opinion
s
of great britains
britain ambassador to the united states lord
halifax that the allied effort was an attempt to pre21
nearly a year
serve liberty in the civilized world
europe
much
of
controlling
elder
with
hitler
later
richards told a brigham young university audience that
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satan

was in command of the

forces marching rough shod
and tramping under their feet the most precious things
in life liberty mercy love human hearts and little
1122
22
children
after pearl harbor elder richards defined the
war in similarly stark terms finding the very survival
of freedom and democracy at stake united states participation naturally heightened his concerns in his
first major statement after united states entry into the
war he called it a conflict involving the democracies
who were supporting gospel principles such as freedom
altruism and the policy of the good neighbor versus
23
on these occasions elder richards
satans forces
followed the wilsonian inclination to find democracies
inherently good even spiritual states to the extent
the fascist totalitarian states sought to use satans
tools of force and coercion they were wickedness
incarnate
on another occasion he declared the allied
cause or the cause of freedom to be the cause of

christ
1I

one to know that as he enters
great undertaking he does so with the bless-

would

this

like each

ing of the priesthood of the living god we did
not create this war we deplore it but it is
come
triumph
to
here and it is essential that tr
amph
alph
the cause of freedom and victory
in a prayer before the united states senate june 29
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the

first

leader ever accorded the honor
elder richards again equated the allied cause with the
cause of righteousness and prayed that those who were
bearing arms to sustain these holy causes of freedom and
25
christ would be potent
elder richards strongly disagreed with those who
would have criticized his sentiments as inculcating the
war is not a holy business he
concept of a holy war
said but the cause of the united states was holy the
war occurred because righteous principles had been tram
9
26
pled
the allies were not bent on enforcing christian
principles the soviets certainly were not but on maintaining concepts of liberty and human relations that
were in essence christian because they were derived from
27
god
the word of
there should be no effort elder
richards felt to diminish the zeal of those fighting to
9R
28
0
with the issues
restore such principles to humanity
thus defined the most conscientious can enter the
29
conflict and justify his effort
II
for elder richards the issues of world war 11
were therefore similar to those of world war 1I
the
magni fiLed the
scope and scale however were greatly magnified
contest more desperate the intensity of elder
richards own personal concern was reflected in his
may
16
necessary
speech
delivered
Is hatred
radio
1942

mormon
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it

probably the most explicit public statement on the war he made
1943

was

lawless enemies in violation of every standard
of right and decency have thrown themselves at
our throats in a desperate effort to throttle us
and rob us of the things we hold most dear of
course we have no alternative but to repel them
and render them impotent for the repetition of
any such further assault on us
not only must we do this for ourselves but we
have altruistic obligations to protect others
innocent victims of these enemies unfortunately
we cannot meet these brutal assaults with mere
persuasion we are obliged to use force all
the force at our command to crush the enemies
dearly bought liberty our freedom of
of our dearlybought
religion our homes and our way of life we are
forced to use the methods of war and to become
our forces have to be
expert in them
hardened for the hard job their muscles should
be firm and tough their nerves must be like
be unflinching and
steel their courage must bsounflinching
their resolution unbeatable
for the same reasons elder richards condemned the
fascists he opposed communism though he did not mention the irony of the anglo
angloamerican
american alliance with
scare
years
following
red
the
the
in
russia
stalinist
19205
1919 1920
191919205
he castigated the bolsheviks for their
of 19191920
efforts to impose upon a people the most outrageous of
u 31
the thrust of the communist legal
all social orders
order he would say many years later was effective
maintenance of controls imposed by arbitrary authorIN

ity

1132

his primary argument with

communism was

its
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distortion of the value of the individual

where

marxism
leninism sought to minimize the importance of
marxismleninism

the individual making of him a tool of the state elder
richards calling was to promote the free agency of men
so they could meet the prescribed test of mortality
choosing between right and wrong politically he said

free agency is manifest in the universal franchise and
sovereignty of the people if the opportunity to choose
freely is denied under a social system in which compulsion and coercion rather than election and persuasion
are the norm the gospel plan for the salvation of man
would be hindered

thus for elder richards democratic states were
11good
good states and would be peaceful as long as the
individuals making up the states remained righteous in
1930 he said peace was a product of mans philosophy
a state of
the way he thinks the way he feels
any factor which affects a mans state of
mind
mind will determine in large measure how he looks
and the nations action is the
toward peace
33
action of the aggregate men of the country
according to elder richards a democratic nation
was not invested nor did it act with a will or identity
somehow distinct from the wills and attitudes of those
populating the nation though he conceded after world
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war 11
II

accept

that such a concept
ga
ven
g3
given
given

may have

been

difficult to

what seemed to have been a blind following

of organized groups completely under the dominance of
iv34
he would not accept the theory
violent leadership

the multitudes there naturally emerged a
united mass feeling or identity of concept he often
said the attitudes of a nation were but the aggregates
of the attitudes of the men and women comprising the
nation
national life national spirit national
legislation are all the products of mens thinking and
public opinion was merely the accumulated view of all
35
the people
what elder richards seems to be saying here is
that a democratic nation per se has no foreordained
foreign policy or national tendency toward peace in
his view the external behavior of a democracy will
presumably reflect the views of the individuals making
up the democracy
the goodness or badness of the collective reflects no more or no less the goodness or
badness of the individuals comprising the collective
it has been noted that elder richards had once in fact
lamented that it was unfortunate that selfishness on the
be the result of
part of
wouldve
wouldbe
the collective which would
odthe
ofthe
selfish attitudes by the individuals of the collective
was often considered less grievous than the same quality

that from

among

Q C
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when

exhibited by an individual

if

n

36

elder richards
1137
37
nations are good

you make enough good men

A
asserted in 1939 society and
nation cannot render obedience to the laws and
commandments of the lord since a 11nation
nation has no mass
a
mind no real soul
composite of individbut
is
it
uals who alone possess the minds hearts and souls and
the free agency to obey or transgress the revealed laws
1138
aim
iim
god
of
thus while a democracy is the preferred form of
internal organization of a state because it allows
individuals to work out their salvation the fact that
men have their free agency to obey or disobey indicates
that a democracy may not always be a peaceful state
whether it is peaceful or not depends on the righteousness of the individuals of the state
by clinging to this concept of how a democracy
operates and by extension how its foreign policy is
formulated and executed elder richards was able to
maintain for men their individual responsibility for
much of the disorder and conflict in the world basic11

ally

a

firstimage
first image
what happens

nation
commands

view

if the individuals of a
gods
nu
transgress
numbers
mbers
abers
men
are disobedient and
if

then

in large enough
what happens

lose
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or forget the concept of their divine and noble

heritage
in

of the world elder richards said in
odthe
ofthe
1952 men had fallen victim to totalitarian states and
39
carna
car
tyrants to carnakis
because they
nalis
nails
nalls
carnalistic
tic brutal forces
listic
carnalis
much

forgotten their true status as sons of god men had
become gun fodder for the lethal cannon of the
nq40
aq
elder richards saw a cause and effect in
state
operation unless men are righteous and act as true
sons of god they fall easily prey to dictators and
repressive state machinery if men forget their divine
41
heritage bondage ensues
for elder richards however the reverse of the equation is equally important
to remember if a man is aware of the attributes with
which he is invested at birth he is not easily made
the tool of a state or dictator how does such a man
resist dictatorial forces there is more resurgent
than in a
strength in one free man he concluded 11than
42
dozen slaves
elder richards expounded on the loss of righteousness theme when he declared on more than one
war
on
11
occaso
world
occasion
that
II could have been avoided had
occasi
the world paid more attention to the prophets the war
in europe he said had begun in christian nations or
at least in nations with access to the bible he felt
had

0
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these nations should have learned better the lessons of
the prophets and adopted principles of international
relations to avoid conflict he lamented as countless
of the lords chosen have in the past that mankind
ignored the prophets because we wanted fun and light
ii44
heartedness and vanity
elder richards found the seeds of mans victimization in his own individual unrighteousness but the
victimization was in practice more often visited on
succeeding generations once selfish and ruthless
leaders had become entrenched these leaders often lead
men into war men who may or may nobbe
not be unrighteous at
nod
notbe
richardso
richards
that time in the two world wars of elder richards1
called
socalled
lifetime he characterized the people of the so
aggressor nations as innocent victims of brutal selfish
leaders this position coincides with the liberal view
that men are led into war by selfish leaders who do not
pay attention to the true interests of the people which
nondemocratic
is peaceful commerce among nations in non
democratic
time germany and japan state
wartime
states then such as war
behavior could no longer be attributed to the aggregate
wills of the men and women of the nation as in a
1

democracy

in theory however even a democratic state could
long term foreign policy
initiate conflict though the longterm
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of a democracy will eventually reflect the preferences
of the voters the leader of a democratic country could
lead his or her country into war against the wishes of
the people if that is the case the leader will

eventually be voted out of office but not before lives
and national treasure have been expended
in other
words not in all instances would a discrete action such
as going to war reflect the aggregate view of all the
men and women in a democratic country
ge
geneology
the genecology
neology of how states may become warlike
remains somewhat murky in elder richards theory it
appears that somewhere in the past the population of a
currently war
like state or at least a sufficient numwarlike
ber of the population became unrighteous thus somehow
allowing a dictator to emerge or take power when these
dictators who because of greed and selfishness become
war
like and lead their people into war it may no
warlike
of the people as if somewhere along
longer be the fault ofthe
odthe
the way they stopped being unrighteous perhaps it was
elder richards view that there is a continuum of
unrighteousness wherein people may be wicked enough to
give up democracy or allow a dictatorship but still
war
peace
n
knowledge
than
enough
prefer
to
rather
cretai
retain
retai
unfortunately they often then find themselves led into
war by their unrighteous leaders
I1
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adequacy of the second image

waltz declared that the first major assumption of
the nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century liberals the idea that democracies
45
were inherently peaceful had proved utopian J though
democracy cannot guarantee peace as was pointed out
out above thereby rendering the second image inadequate it has probably been true through history
that democracies are less prone to initiate offensive
military actions than other forms of government
waltz is right though when he asserts that
disputes real or imagined which could lead to war
states exist the
will exist as long as separate nation
nationstates

liberals believed democracies would settle these
disputes peacefully and rationally as individuals are
able to do within a nation through civil law systems
waltz remarked however that such a belief does not
ze that the largely invisible force which
recognize
recogni
recagni
guarantees observance of the law within the modern civil
state is not the same as force not being present which
b
46
is the case within the anarchic international system
the liberals wanted peace with ijustice
ustice but failed to
I1

P

notice according to waltz that such requires organiza47
wilson
tion with force a concept proposed by wilson
believed organization was needed to perform the
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functions of government
the liberals also assumed that just as

men were

perfectible so were states perfect states would
produce a perfect world though waltz and richards
disagreed on the perfectibility of men it is unlikely
that elder richards would have maintained that even if
the men in a state were perfect an automatic harmony
between states with different particular economic
interests would also exist an imperfect equilibrium of
interests would still lead to disputes and would require
As long as sovereignty exists
means of settling them
resort to force remains a logical though possibly not
attractive possibility waltz concludes therefore
pointing to the third image that the international
environment of sovereign states has much to do with the
way states behave
the influence to be assigned to the
internal structure of states in attempting to solve the
warpeace
war peace equation cannot be determined until the
significance of the international environment has been
48

reconsidered
according to waltz the expectation that a world
of democracies would bring peace is justified only if
the minimum interest of states in preserving themselves
become the maximum interest of all of them and each
49
ttl
iti
iii
the others
could rely fully upon
this is an
0

7
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assumption that

perfect

may be

utopian even given states of

men

but if a world of democracies is safer than a
tyr
world of tyrannizes
tyrannies
annies the question remains how does one
go from A to B
waltz dismisses optimistic non
interventionism as too dangerous since it could lead to
the triumph of evil A major country becoming pacifis50
elder richards agreed
tic could in fact hasten war
with this view pointing out during world war 11
II that
the days for persuasion were past and force had to be
used

5
51

messianic interventionism an idea that waltz
ascribes to wilson also creates problems who can
be a
maybe
decide who is right in a world where there may
5
52
11symmetry of aspirations
symmetry
elder richards a
wilsonian democrat concurred in the interventionist
view as a reason for entering world war 1I and alluded
to the possibilities of intervention on other occasions
the primary fault with this concept is as waltz
describes that it leads to perpetual war for perpetual
11

peace

54
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THE THIRD IMAGE

the waltz view
with regard to the third image the structure of
e
the international system waltz is more des
than
descriptive
lve
ive
cript
clipt
d
critical the third image that waltz outlines rests on
several fundamental assumptions about how the world
operates
the first is that men are social they have
banded together because the many can protect themselves
from danger better than an individual can protect him1
2
the
self this is also a belief of elder richards
second given is a world of sovereign states in anarchy
30
with no superior legal force above that of the state
these lead to a third major assumption because
states are imperfect crises will arise waltz believes
crises will occur among states even if the first and
image faults of men and states are eliminated
secondimage
second
he asserts that the will of a state though good for
may
a
be wrong for
and
only
particular
will
is
itself
other states its execution by a state may provoke
tta
tt4
in this view the concept of
violent resistance
automatic harmony does not exist even if states acted
perfectly rationally in other words waltz finds the
69

70

11sources
sources of
11

conflict are not

so much in the minds of men
105

as they are in the nature of social activity
with no superior police power above that of the

state in this system selfhelp
self help on the part of states
exists with force as the strongest instrument force
is used if the goals of the state either redress of
grievances or fulfillment of ambitions outweigh the
desire for peace the fact that any state may use force
at any time forces all states to prepare or pay the
consequences
product of
byproduct
conflict is therefore the by
states seeking goals thus the requirements of state
60

action are in many cases imposed by the system
waltz concludes that under the present system
wars occur because there is nothing to prevent them
image reasons may be the immediate
secondimage
first or second
causes of war but the international system is the
permissive cause peaceful states arm themselves
because some states are willing to use force to reach

their goals

77

matter of clarification waltz defines
states as actors with respect to foreign policy because
of the
foreign policy is always carried out in the name odthe
ofthe
state this is so whether a leader has imposed the
policy or whether he extends or actualizes the general
80
will of the population
As a

71

to eliminate

first

image causes in the
or second
secondimage
waltz framework would bring peace but according to
waltz an attempt to eliminate immediate causes without
providing an alternative international structure would
9
be utopian
utopian harmony depends as much on the framework

of action as on the action itself until the system can
determine how in each situation ones welfare is tied to
everyone

alses conflicts will arise
elses

10

waltz explains that
balance of power systems are an almost inevitable outgrowth if states seek to redistribute power
in the system other states unwilling to give up their
m
bottom
form
balance
to
the
coalitions
existence will
botto
line is that there is no security unless states provide
it themselves freedom of choice is limited by other
states in certain instances waltz admits preservation
of the state may demand seemingly immoral action if
some states break the peace he asks how can other
states just quit if survival remains the imperative
balance of power groupings are inevitable as long as
survival remains a goal in anarchy
under the circumstances

the richards view
4

elder richards did not directly address many of
the issues raised by waltz in his explication of the
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third

one can derive from

his statements however glimpses of his understanding of the nature and
requirements of the international system
it is apparent that elder richards was aware of
the anarchic nature of the international system or the
lack of a controlling international authority which
waltz termed the permissive cause of war in 1939
elder richards spoke of warfare deriving from the mad
12
during
scramble of nations for territory and power
the 1930s he condemned capitalistic interests that were
protected by methods which drink the blood of nations
and satiate the world in horror and atrocities
conwar
11
expressed
world
richards
elder
II
after
cern that the peace and security of the world was
chaotic conditions creeping upon the
threatened by the 11chaotic
world through the role of force fear and capricious
13
term predictions of
longterm
he believed long
despotism
15
war with
safety and stability were impossible
ilg
v16 and
the
attendant cruelties and barbarities
its 11attendant
possibility of atomic devastation were a constant worry
the foregoing indicates that elder richards was acutely
aware that as waltz puts it war and crises may occur
because there is nothing to prevent them and because
there are some states willing to use force to achieve
image

11

E

11

their goals
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partial

worlds condition
elder richards recognized as did president wilson the
necess
decess
necessity
ity for some international organization to perform
the inescapable police functions1
functions growing out of the
complexity of contacts and relations among sovereign
nation states
elder richards had favored the league of nations
17
he was also
and was disappointed in its failure
WWI disdisappointed that the hopes raised by the post
postwwi
As a

remedy for the

1

armament conferences

1921 1922 naval
particularly the 19211922

conference in washington which he attended had not
18
10
just as anarchy in the system permits war
been met
elder richards believed the presence of weapons
19
1 Q

increased the possibility that they would be used
nevertheless he agreed with waltz that the nature of
90
20
the system required armed preparedness
during and shortly after world war 11
II elder
richards was concerned that the same parochial
nationalistic interests which had torpedoed the league
and had led to the versailles debacle would be repeated
war ecopostwar
he felt that the merits of the proposed post
nomic and political organizations then being discussed
were somewhat exaggerated but he nevertheless expressed
11expected arrangements to forestall
the view that the expected
another general uprising he agreed that unconditional
11
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surrender of the enemy was necessary would be unsuccessful if based on force balance of power hatred or
21
vengeance
something different from postwwi
post WWI arrangements was required
love is the keystone in the arch of its
structure righteousness and justice are its founda22
As mentioned previously elder richards
tions
suggested that any post world war 11
II organization would
need the spirit of the gospel and would have to be
11conditioned
conditioned on subscription and adherence to the laws
of righteousness equity and justice emanating from the
23
though his expectations
divine ruler of the world
were unrealistic given the disparate views of the united
nations1
nations membership elder richards was disappointed
with the secular orientation of the united nations
remarking that a non
religious approach to world events
nonreligious
24
L
was a hazard to peace
though elder richards admitted
that such ideas were considered impractical by critics
25
he said they had worked when they had been tried
presumably referring to such episodes as the city of
enoch and var
lous periods in book of mormon history
ious
various
on the heretofore inevitable solution to the
anarchy in the international system balance of power
arrangements elder richards declared that no method had
proven satisfactory and that balance of power systems
1

11

1
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based on careful calculations of military and economic
strength rather than altruism had surely brought
26

nothing but frustration and ruin
elder richards spoke only in general terms on the

issue of conflicting interests between states he said
97
27
states should adopt rules of conduct to avoid war
though he did not spell out these rules the entire
tenor of
his work suggests a reliance on the rules of
ochis
ofhis
action provided by the gospel he did not go into the
problem area of state morality versus individual morality except when he criticized the fact that selfishness
and hatred on the part of the collective were often more
lightly regarded and more acceptable than the same
00
28
qualities expressed in one individual
east west conflict to
he did however reduce the eastwest
29
on
and
one of christ versus the anti
the
called
christ
antichrist
united states to live up to its ideals so the competition between ideologies could be won
0

adequacy of the

third

image

waltz does not really dispute the logic of the
third image only its incompleteness in explaining war
the international system as currently structured prove
cause
of
permissive
vides only the framework or the permi
ssi
bermi
war the immediate causes are derived from motives or
9

I1

76

causes located in the spectra of the

first

and second

images

waltz reminds that given a different framework
the immediate causes we know today may not result in
war on the other hand even if specific immediate
causes were eliminated if the framework remained the
same war could still occur
there is nothing inherent
in the framework of sovereign states in anarchy that
prevents war from occurring the constant ppossibility
ossibility
remains that conflict will be adjusted by force in
this regard waltz operates on the assumption and history does not differ that given the nature of the
framework competing state interests among imperfect

states will result in conflict

the third image
explains why in the absence of changes in the first and
second images war will be perpetually associated with
tvm
bvm
existence of separate sovereign states
waltz points out that it is easy to misunderstand
what happens on the world scene because we extrapolate
but that experience
from our own domestic experience
he explains takes place in a different environment of
action the state holds a monopoly on legal force and
in most instances is able to control domestic events
often waltz claims this leads to explanations of
international events in terms of human or state agency

77

in fact it was the imperative of survival in an
31
anarchic system that was the cause
according to waltz then no single image is adequate to explain events an emphasis on one image will
lead to particular often distorted interpretations of
nn
32
and at the same time will set
the other two images
33
up a logical tension to include the others
the third
image too may be carried to utopian prescriptions
just
ust as the first and second images may be logically
says waltz if anarchy among states is the illness then
as it was when man moved from a state of nature to civil
A
34
society government LS
is the cure
at present however waltz finds world government
to be an impractical and unobtainable prescription
c
0
35
though not an illogical one
nevertheless he points
out that even under world government violent conflict
36
under another name civil war could occur
while a thirdimage
third image explanation may have the
drawback of including only partial first and second
image analyses waltz describes it as a final
explanation not dependent on accidental causes such as
irrational men or defects in states motivation and
circumstances explain individual acts but the framework
determines finally whether a state will go or not go to
when

4

Q

Q

37
war
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waltz1
waltza
waltz
waitz
valtz view that war depends on the actors

interpretation of events within the international system
leads to the view that under certain circumstances
seemingly immoral actions taken to preserve the state
may be necessary
this he says negates the liberal
assumption that men and states are progressing inevit38
0
millennium
ably toward the millenium
in this context he could
emptive attack an immediate
place for instance a pre
preemptive
cause of war motivated by the permissive cause

but

waltz reminds that to eliminate the cause of war in one
part of the organism may endanger that same part as
europes
opels desire for
when hitler took advantage of Eur
39
peace
according to waltz the third image is a
realistic approach that avoids attributing the immorality of world politics to inherently bad individual
character everyones strategy depends on everyone

alses
elses

foreign policy becomes not moral or immoral
40
just a reasoned response to the world
As elder richards had little specific to say
about the points raised by waltz we are left to
speculate on his views he undoubtedly would have
recognized the logic in defining the international
framework as the permissive cause of war it is questionable
tio nable however whether he would have used the
all cover
structure of the international system as an allcover
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excuse for immoral actions by policy makers

waltz justifies so
called immoral actions by
socalled
states as reasoned responses to the actions of other
states that may be threatening the formers survival
particularly in world war 11
II elder richards accepted
the fact that americans had to be trained in the arts of
41
war to ensure the survival of democracy
following
world war 11
II however the superpowers have pursued
activist foreign policies at times these policies
have led many to accuse the superpowers of immoral
it
actions generally because they have on occasion
resorted to force overtly or covertly without their
survival being threatened
in these instances the logic of asserting that
foreign policy is based solely on the imperatives of

survival in an anarchic international system and is
always therefore justifiable reasoned policy breaks
down
both waltz and elder richards would likely accept

this view
international system in
the absence of world government is that for most
states some sort of balance of power is necessary for
one requirement of the

survival it has often been easy for americans including elder richards to dismiss the balance of power as
not being applicable to the united states given the

80

durability of the system of sovereign states

and the

inexorable logic of balancing for survival however
elder richards condemnation of balance of power systems

is premature
elder richards also fell into the logic trap
explicated by waltz when he said states should adopt
3
43
A foolproof
rules to prevent war
fool proof agreement on such
rules already presupposes a consensus among states that
would have eliminated the outbreak of war in any case

finally

on the concept

of world government
elder richards probably would have accepted waltz logic
that only world government would be able to eliminate
todays permissive cause of war undoubtedly he could
have added a vision of world government of his own
millennial
mil
based on LDS millenial
lenial doctrines until such time
however as the conditions for the fulfillment of those
doctrines were in place elder richards probably would
not have wanted to reduce american sovereignty in any
substantial way for the sake of world government administered by imperfect mortals
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CAN THE FINAL

proposition

BE

implemented

the waltz view
before moving to an analysis of the proposals for
peace presented by elder richards it is useful for the
sake of comparison to briefly summarize waltz conclusions on the prospects for peace these conclusions are
related in the main to waltz analysis of the adequacies
of each image
the first imagists claim that if everyone were
perfect there would be no war they are correct waltz
concludes when they argue that changing the individual
1
would bring peace
nevertheless he finds this argument invalid because he posits the impossibility of
2
he believes that man the subject of
perfection
firstimage
first image analysis is the least manipulable of the
30
three levels of analysis
waltz dismisses the propositions for peace
offered by the firstimage
first image optimists as impractical
given modern political realities these propositions
revolve for the most part around various kinds of
4
universal education
the naivete of the firstimage
first image
optimists regarding the forces operating in international politics he asserts weakens their efforts to
84

85

conflicts and disputes and to
5
3
through some sort of education

overcome

it

make a new world

waltz implies
that democracies are a more inherently peaceful form of
state than other types but he is not convinced that a
6
0
he
world of democracies would always be peaceful
seems to believe that the chances for peace are better
when

comes to the second image

in a world of democratic states
the problem then becomes how to change non
peaceful state systems to peaceful democratic ones
waltz describes two modes of thinking on this issue
optimistic non
noninterventionism
interventionism and messianic
7
the first he dismisses by asking
interventionism
whether the good states can wait while the evil states
80
take advantage through aggression
the problem with the second mode is timing how
however

7

is required to bring peace and how fast must
9
7
occur
there is also the question of
these changes
which states to trust while the changes are being
carried out and the question of who must be taught
10
leaders or masses
waltz also points out that a
solution if rational when adopted by all may be worse

much change

when adopted

1
11
by a few

this is a strategic problem

faced by both interventionists and non interventionists
changes within several states or even in a single

86

society

take generations the timing of the changes
in the context of international power realities is
crucial changes waltz explains if possible at all
n
12
11come
come slowly and with insufficient force
and if the
changes are produced he asks are the problems solved
A partial solution
such as one major country becoming pacifistic might be a real contribution to world
peace but it might as easily hasten the coming of
may

0

1113

how he asks can some states
another major war
improve in safety while others follow aggressive
policies on the other hand how can all improve at the
same timey
time with all trusting all waltz notes that
while it is true that the greater the force applied to a
14
he also points
situation the more rapid the change
out that a policy of applying force could lead to perii15
lt
finally there is
petual war for perpetual peace
the question of who to change leaders or masses if
leaders are the target what advice must be given them
10
16
advice16
advice
and what will convince them to follow the advice10
for necessary changes to be accepted and implemented it would require beforehand the willingness and
cooperation of the nations to build up a desire for
change requires some sort of identification and loyalty
17
when states have
to a concept of allegiance for all
reached that point however the problems causing war

87

will already

19
7
overcome
have been

waltz concludes that
for the moment the forces among nations are too strong
to be controlled by a vague allegiance to all men
19
everywhere
waltz ascribes to the proponents of
solutions within the interventionist spectrum a form of
political utopianism he believes that in many cases
both first and second imagists fall prey to the rational
fallacy in which they equate knowing with doing knowledge with control
knowing the solution is one thing
90
20
says waltz implementing it is another
for this reason waltz also finds what seems to
be his preferred solution world government impractical
91
21
waltz finds world government
for the time being
necessary even if the world were filled with good
states in such a world peace without world government
li liminimum
would be possible only if the minimum interest of
states in preserving themselves became the maximum
upon
and
fully
could
them
each
rely
of
of
all
interest
1

the

others

1122

waltz dismisses firstimage
first image solutions as impossible on second and thirdimage
third image solutions he
concludes that any proposed remedy will cure or harm
depending on the til
timing
tii m ing of the acts of all states the
linear
near perfection required either of states or the
international system to bring about a durable peace
I1

88

leads to pessimism given current international reali
9
23
ties
efforts to eliminate one cause while neglecting
causes of war deriving from other images may even make
matters worse

the richards view

elder richards plan for peace requires

men

to

follow the precepts of christ in order to master their
appetites and passions it is the gospel factor11
factor which
menis
makes ments
mens nature a manipulable variable in reducing
richards1
the recurrence of conflict therefore elder richardso
richards
11

1

proposition for peace and the practicality thereof can
be examined in a firstimage
first image context
elder richards asserted that the lord in his
infinite wisdom knowing that man would be subject to
temptation and passion made it possible for the spirit
24
the spirit he
to have dominion over the body
said is the loving part of man and longs for peace and
25
goodwill
the spirit of god strives with the spirit of
1126
0
man for his uplift and advancement
these are concepts notably absent from the analysis of theorists who
dismiss the perfectibility of man as an utopian ideal
concluded
case
not
that
the
elder
richards
is
if it
man can conquer the weaknesses inherent in mortality it
would be futile to search for any plan to govern human

89

relationships
concede

eventuality

an

he was not prepared to

27

elder richards realized there were many in the
world not yet ready to receive the gospel message but
he recognized the responsibility of the church to
28
0
though not certain how the churchs
propagate it
influence could penetrate nations and national leaders
he expressed faith that if god willed it the task could
Q
9
29
be accomplished
if all the church were living the
commandments he claimed the lord would greatly magnify
the personal influence of individuals for the worlds
30
he remarked in 1943 that technology had made
benefit
a
a
number
large audito
small
reach
possible
for
it
31
ence
this would make it possible for the spread of
church influence to be effected through the spiritual
7

gifts of the priesthood

in essence men
would become partners with god through the priesthood
ministering to the needs of humanity the influence and
fraternity of the priesthood diffused throughout the
00
32
world would bring peace
though the church was small in numbers elder
richards also felt the influence of the church could
be exercised forcefully in the economic sphere by
extolling self reliance industriousness and community
33
cooperation in short the gospel of work

power and

90

elder richards consistently sought to impress
upon his hearers that peace was attainable only if men
practiced the uncomplicated formulas taught by the
savior unfortunately mankind has proven
provedi
proveri stubbornly
resistant to such appeals a fact elder richards recognized and lamented
during most of his ministry elder richards was
ambivalent about the prospects for peace as the following statements will show he was aware that knowledge
of the divine plan for peace was not the same as
odthe
ofthe
establishing peace in the world how the diffusion of
gospel principles in the earth would ultimately be
accomplished he was not quite certain whether in
millenium he
fact peace was attainable prior to the millennium
could not be sure he finally concluded that perhaps
surp asseth
the only peace obtainable was the peace that surpasseth
all understanding promised by the savior not the peace

defined as the absence of conflict
richardso
richards1
it must be said however that elder richards
doubts were doubts of scale he wondered whether enough
hearts could be changed to bring peace not whether
hearts could be changed at all through the gospel
in an undated speech from the late 1920s or early
1930s elder richards had expressed optimism that humans
34
4
were becoming more peaceful and hatreds less intense
1

91

by 1936

however he found he had to agree with the

statement of dr henry link made at the harvard
tercentenary celebrations that nations were more
inclined to strife and further apart from international
35
3
forwe
peace than ever be
forre
before
elder richards repeated this
statement several times throughout the ensuing years
shortly after the united states entered world war
11
II elder richards said there was still time to turn
30
36
from erroneous ways into peaceful paths
but it seems
he became discouraged by the long nightmare of war
in
october 1944 he implied in a general conference address
end all of mans
that peace may not be the be
all and endall
beall
hopes but rather the prospects of a glorious resurrec-

tion

37

the end of the war brought some renewed hopes for
long lasting peace
longlasting
in february 1946 elder richards
commented on the spectre of mans inhumanity to man
hanging over the earth except for this factor elder
richards said man might be brought into the relative
jt30
38
with the
sunshine of peace prosperity and freedom
advent of the cold war however and numerous brushfire
conflicts around the world elder richards again felt
3
39
mini shed
di
minished
that prospects for a lasting peace had diminished
minisher
in 1954 he said the great christian doctrines
of mutual consideration and love of neighbor were so

92

missing in the actions of men and among nations that we
have mostly forgotten that it ever existed and despair
that it may ever be only the lord knows what the
future holds in store we as a people are resigned to the
u
it4o
itao
acceptance of his will and purposes
the next year

elder richards seemed to have recovered some optimism
declaring that the kingdom was growing in influence and
becoming an important factor in the peace process by its
teaching of the conduct necessary to set up peaceful
41
nations
elder richards last major statement on peace was
a gloomy one

however

mans prayers
not only had mants

seemed to him to have been in vain but he speculated
that peace may not even be a part of gods plan

intelligently appraises the conditions
in this destructive world can feel very much
assured that all of the difficulties will be composed by the intelligence of men
indeed as the
by
edby
days go by we become more and more disturbedby
disturbedly
disturbed
disturb
new developments by failure to reach agreements
peace
as
of
and conciliation
the
the
to
future
couiliation
world

no one who

the only comfort he could offer was the
savior
saviors
sav3ors promise of the peace that comes with knowing
that family associations are eternal
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HOW

ATTEMPTS TO

FILL THE

prescription

FOR PEACE WILL AFFECT OTHER GOALS

the final question asked by waltz is how
attempts to fill the prescription for peace in this
study the spread of the gospel will affect other
goals since as waltz asserts peace is not the only
goal
goalofeven
of even the most peacefully inclined of men or
1
many of the goals described below by waltz and
states
elder richards have already been discussed in other
contexts
waltz

other goals

waltz describes the logical progression of goals
between the first and second images he believes that
goal
men
primary
changed
were
the
the
for
better
all
if
of the first imagists war and conflict would be
reduced but believing as he does that a permanent
change in human nature is impossible he asserts that
consideration of the form and content of mans social
what is needed
and political institutions is necessary
are institutions which either improve human nature to
2
the extent possible or repress evil
this a second
image goal

in his chapters on the internal structure of
96
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states waltz describes the various views of those
have had a goal or vision of what was required to
construct the good state for marx it was the

who

ownership of the means of production for kant volun-

tary cooperation for wilson selfdetermination
self
determination and
democracy the nineteenthcentury
nineteenth century liberals believed
democracy was pre
eminently the peaceful state and for
preeminently
some this led to the view that democracies could be
agents of change
freedom and

able to bring about the goals of

justice

3

in his section on the third image waltz asserts
scates
that force will be used if a stakels
states
statels goals outweigh its
4
he does not spell out specific
desires for peace
goals but concludes that conflict is inherent in the
nature of social activity given the economic laws of
53
scarcity
in disputes where the goal is domination
rather than simple gain he says a solution without
60
while the goals of each
force is impossible to assure
country will be of particular rather than general
77
validity this very fact leads to the universal goal of
security when survival does not exhaust a states
ambitions waltz claims other states look to their
800
defenses
under this system waltz has no universal answer
as to how peaceful or orbelligerent
belligerent a state must be to
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live in peace
considered

he only knows

all other goals

that all effects
ours

and

must be

theirs11
theirs

11

9

the

strategies of one state depend on the peace
10
i
given this pic
ture of the
picture
strategies of other states
international system waltz finds that peace is the

peace

or states because if it were it
could always be obtained through surrender or capitula-

primary goal of few

tion

men

11

other goals

richards

extremely clear about
what he considered the most important political goal
manis
mans incomparable
the preservation of free agency mants

elder richards

was always

he called liberty the most
status in the universe
9
12
1
the thrust of his
priceless thing on earth
philosophy was that no institution or society should be
allowed to reduce or restrain the individuals capacity
to develop and progress toward salvation for elder
richards as was noted before the good state is one in
onels
ones
which sufficient liberty is available to work out anels
salvation
during the world wars elder richards considered
1

the goal of preserving freedom more critical than keeping the peace he saw world war 1I as a contest between
the principles of christianity and the unholy ambitions

99
13
men

it

obligaliberty loving peoples everywhere to preserve
tion of libertyloving
appetities
virtue and kindness in the world against the appe
tities
14
i
and cravings of the wicked
elder richards defended
american participation in world war 11
II for similar
reasons he believed the war to be a conflict between
good and evil with the allies on the side of righteousness preserving liberty and sacred values the axis
15
3
represented the forces of darkness
these circumstances obliged the allies to use force to crush the
enemies of our dearlybought
dearly bought liberty homes and way of
and machinations of

life

he said

was the

1116
ilig
illg
lilg

during the interwar period elder richards
spoke of other goals
he noted the threats to wealth
property and acquired possessions unless men turned
17
on the other hand while believing that
god
to
capital should be protected he believed it should be
18
accomplished without shedding blood 10 much warfare he
1

19

said was due to economic factors
elder richards
implies here that some or most economic interests unless vital to the nations security are goals that
should not outweigh the importance of peace
elder richards also believed that liberty must
be protected from communist and anarchist subversion
elder richards described the conflict between west and

100
20

east as christ versus the anti
christ
antichrist
finally elder richards touched
development

after completing

a

visit

on

the goals of

to south america

far less instability and opportunity for insurrection in that region if the virtues of

he said there would be

democracy and the american way of

life

were inculcated

221

there would be no greater blessing he continued for
the worlds inhabitants than to have such great beneficent rules of government extended to them as the people
1122
of the united states of america now enjoy
this goal
was not one to be achieved by force or intimidation
respect for the united states elder richards said must
grow not out of fear of our great military prowess or
of envy of our economy and standard of living but from
00
23
our integrity and character
waltz

peace prescri
prescriptions
eions
tions

effect

on

other goals

deviously
ly waltz claimed that one of the
noted peviously
pevious
problems associated with peace prescriptions of the
As

first

imagists was that their solutions
may
by
be worse when
though useful ifadoptedby
adopted
maybe
all
if
2
24
adopted by few
he implies that nations which adopt a
peaceful course can become the victims of nations whose
goals are not so peacefully oriented in these cases a
nations attempts to fulfill a prescription for peace
and second
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peaceful goals
nonpeaceful
affected by the possibly non
of other nations than by its own peaceful goals
based on this factor waltz found three areas of
difficulty that have to be considered by those contemplating the implementation of a peace plan they are
the time required for all societies to change the
may be more

proper timing or sequence of the necessary changes and
9
25

the solution of how to change one society
this is
why waltz asserts that the near perfection11
perfection required by
a single cause for example widespread acceptance of
the gospel can lead to pessimism because the changes
11come
come
slowly and with insufficient
they
at
all come slowlyand
if
11

force

1126
26

waitz conclusion that world
this led to waltz

govern-

off the
that the greater the

ment was the only conceivable way to bring

necessary changes

277

his logic was
OQ
28
0
waltz
force applied the more rapid the change
described peace as made up of a compound of contradic29
what would bring peace
tory feelings and motives
would be loyalty to a larger unit than ones own nation

state

30

world government becomes the psychology of the
31
foundation for peace
the concrete authority of

government is needed not
Q
0
32

just to build identification

but to speed things up
for waltz then any
prescription for peace requires a prescription for a
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certain type of political organization

and

that leads to

another goal world government
waltz favors world government over a collection
good ie democratic states because
of numerous good11

these states cannot
guarantee that in the absence of a superior authority
force will not be used waltz noted wilsons views in
this regard peace with justice requires organization
33
with force
competing national

interests

among

peace prescri
prescription
tion

the effect of elder richards
on other goals
As

he held

seen from elder richards1
richardso
richards prior observations
1

firstimage
first image

views

become peaceful through the

he believed the world would

perfection of

man

he did

not examine the problems of timing or the modalities of
this procedure in a political perspective he left all

to the lord however from the way elder richards
tied the free agency principles of the gospel to the
democratic principles of government it is clear he
believed that when an individual accepts the gospel he
democratic
or she will attain not only a peaceful but a demo
democrate
democrati
cratl
crati C
outlook elder richards prescription for peace is
therefore also a prescription for democracy and

up

liberty

his comments indicate though that under

103

almost any circumstances bifone
to be
ifone
if one or the other has tobe
sacrificed it should be peace rather than liberty
while elder richards ultimate goal a kingdom
of god transcending national boundaries and knitting
societies together in the service and worship of god
seems congruent with the waltz goal of world government
leading to peace it is the getting from the here and
now to the there and then where the analysis is missing
from elder richards pro
proposit
propositions
lons though it must be
posit ions
said that waltz has no solution either for the bringing
about of world government

given the durability of the

sovereign state system
the idea that conflict is based on the nature of
the international system leads to the conclusion that
widespread acceptance of the gospel by individuals in
one or many countries would not immediately usher in an
era of peace even if all of those countries which
accepted the gospel were or became democratic
it only
takes one powerful outsider to shatter the goal of
peace

apart from the goal of peace even if a nation
or sever
several
al nations were living in christian harmony
competing national interests in a world of economic
scarcity could not guarantee for those christian nations
that their material and developmental needs would be

104

fulfilled

this assertion
however by pointing to the scriptural promises that
material blessings follow obedience to gospel princione could argue with

ples

elder richards prescription for peace depends
to a large extent on the political environment in which
the gospel is spread this political environment even
many
consisting
of
libertyloving
liberty loving democracies can
if
affect other goals that men may have and these other
goals are not always outweighed by desires for peace
while elder richards was firm on the prescription for peace and the kind of world it would be if
that prescription were entirely fulfilled he did not
offer a plan for overcoming the obstacles to peace
inherent in the current international political environment
he did not publicly consider how the goal of
peace and those goals which now override it would be
finally reconciled the answers to those problems he
left up to the lord elder richards was an apostle not
a political theorist
he considered it sufficient to
his duty and calling to offer a true prescription for
peace and a strong witness for the divine agency that
would bring

it

about
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biographic

SKETCH

richards was born june 18 1879 at
mendon cache county utah the son of dr stephen
longstroth richards and emma louise stayner he was a
grandson of LDS leader willard richards and arthur
stayner a noted chemist
schooling
sho oling was in farmington
elder richards early shooling
stephen

L

maryls academy farmington
utah where he attended st marys
public schools and davis stake academy his family
moved to the sugarhouse section of salt lake city in
1889
he studied at salt lake city public schools and
at LDS university his first church callings were in
the sugarhouse ward he taught MIA and sunday school
and served as sunday school secretary the beginning of
a long association with the deseret sunday school union
DSSU
elder richards was baptized and confirmed in

that same year
attended the dedication services of the salt lake
march 1893 at the age of ofthirteen
thirteen and
temple
from 1895 to 1898

elder richards attended the

university of utah where he was a member of the debate
team and the track team it was at the university of
utah that he met and became a close friend of david 0
mckay who would later call elder richards into the
107
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first

presidency of the church after graduating elder
richards engaged in farming teaching and business in
the salt lake area until march 1900 when he moved to a
malad idaho farm and lived in the beginning in a one
room log cabin
with him was his bride irene merrill
of fillmore utah the daughter of clarence merrill and
bathsheba smith the second president of the relief
granddaughter
grandaughter
daughter of LDS apostle george A
society and gran
smith elder and sister richards were married february

sister richards

like her husband a
student at the university of utah and in addition a
member of the mormon tabernacle choir
with the choir
she sang at the 1893 chicago worlds fair
when elder richards settled in malad he earned
his living by farming until he delivered a speech
honoring the assassinated president mckinley after
which he was asked to be principal of the malad public
schools he accepted and held that position until 1902
when he entered the university of michigan law school
elder richards stayed two years at michigan then
transferred to the university of chicago he graduated
2nd and cum laude in the first chicago law school graduating class in june 1904 law school dean james parker
hall later told BYU president ernest L wilkinson that
stephen L richards had been the most capable student he
21 1900
215

had been
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twentyfive
five year tenure at chicago
his twenty
elder richards returned to salt lake city after
graduating and was admitted to the utah bar later in
1904
he practiced law in salt lake city and county
thereafter until 1917 he was an officer of both the
utah bar association and the utah chapter of the
american bar association he taught courses in equity
and jurisprudence at the university of utah law school
he was offered a professorship to teach law at the
university of missouri but declined
these were elder richards most active years
politically as well as being a period of growing
responsibility in the church in 1905 he was elected
city attorney of murray utah he ran unsuccessfully as
a democratic candidate for the state legislature the
state senate and salt lake city attorney in 1916 he
ran for the democratic nomination for governor losing
to george bamberger on the fourth ballot at the state
had known during

1

democratic convention
was
in the sunday schools of the church that
it
elder richards was first called to significant
leadership roles after serving on the salt lake and
granite stake sunday school boards he was called to the
general board of the DSSU in 1906 in april 1909 upon
the death of george reynolds elder richards became the
2nd assistant general superintendent of the DSSU join
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david 0 mckay and elder joseph
fielding smith in the superintendency earlier in
ing his close friend
1908

he had become a member of the church

correlation

committee with particular oversight of the aaronic
priesthood he served on the correlation committee
until 1922 during which time the auxiliaries and the

social advisory committee were brought under the correlation committee umbrella he was chairman of the
correlation committee for two years from 1920 to 1922
on january 17 1917 following the death of elder
francis lyman stephen L richards was called to the

thirtyseven
thirty seven years old
sustained the following april at general

quorum of the twelve
when he was

he was

Confer
conference
encel there were less than 75 stakes of zion with

under 500000 members of the church

elder richards continued his sunday school
becoming
november
he

work

general
superintendent in
assistant
first
1918 a position he held until october 1932

also began

a long

association with church education

in 1919 when he was called as first assistant church
commissioner of education in april and appointed a
member of the general church board of education in july
from this position he was able to make important
contributions to the growth and development of the
seminaries and institutes program of the church As a

ill
elder richards would also become
involved in the management and supervision of several

member of the twelve

churchowned
church owned business entities among these were
sc
&
U
corp
1I
ZCMI
zions
security
beneficial life
sugar and several others
among

acta
church related act2
elder richards non
nonchurch
vi
activi-

1923 of the beet sugar
19221923
his presidency in 1922
finance corporation which under the aegis of the united
states governments war finance corporation lent
millions of dollars to western sugar companies in an
effort to save the beet sugar industry in the west
during the 1920s elder richards also served as president of the central bank of bingham utah and the hyland
motor company and was a member of the utah state board
of corrections
elder richards traveled widely after his call to
the twelve attending temple dedications in hawaii
1919
alberta canada 1923 and mesa arizona 1927
he toured and reorganized the southern states mission in
during that trip he and
november and december of 1928
elder charles callis went to cuba to investigate prospects for missionary work other church assignments
included service on the general priesthood committee
the priesthood study committee and the board of control
gym
in 1925 he was involved in the
of the deseret

ties

was
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founding of the

salt lake city mission

home

during the depression years elder richards lent
his managerial skills to economic recovery efforts in
1934 he was appointed to the governors advisory com-

mittee on emergency aid and as utah state chairman of
the federal works administration a forerunner of the
works progress administration WPA which was established november 9 1933 to provide public works jobs for
the unemployed elder richards was responsible for the
administration of the program in utah he also served
on the governors water commission during the 1930s
significant church
related activities of the
churchrelated
period included his chairmanship of the church radio

publicity

and mission

literature

committee

whose auspices the church presented

image to the world

A

young gordon

through

its beliefs
B

and

hinckley worked

com
with
mittee
th elder richards on th
this
vith
cittee
is committee
elder richards influence on church education was
also felt according to the late ernest L wilkinson
elder richards was largely responsible for the decision
of the general authorities that the first presidency and

w1

council of the twelve became members of BYUs board of
trustees prior to this decision the board had been
composed of residents of utah county
that decision
brother wilkinson wrote to elder richards was the most
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important step forward ever taken in making the brigham
2
young university the university of the church
elder
richards became a member of the executive committee of
the board in 1939 serving in that capacity until april
1951 when he was appointed first vice president of the
board from 1939 to 1941 he also gave service to his
alma mater the university ofutah
of utah as a member odthe
of the
ofthe
board of regents
one of elder richards most enduring achievements
came during the war years when out of necessity many
normal activities of the church were reduced or suspended
from december 27 1942 to june 13 1943 elder
richards delivered a series of 24 radio addresses which
were compiled and published in book form under the title
0
3
peace
war
and
the church in
another milestone came
when elder richards was on a tour of the eastern states
mission in the summer of 1942 he was granted the
opportunity of offering the invocation before a session
of the united states senate on june 29 1942 the first
mormon leader so honored
Chur chis overseas
with the ending of the war the churches
missionary program picked up steam As a member of the
quorum of the twelve one of elder richards1
richardso
richards assignments
was to visit the missions of the church from the
overseas visits that he made he was able to observe
1

0

114

international conditions

and formulate opinions with

respect to both political and ecclesiastical circumstances in 1948 he toured the missions of south
america argentina brazil and uruguay this was the
first visit of a general authority to south america
since the argentine and brazilian missions had been
organized in 1925 in 1950 he toured the western
european missions and visited palestine and the soviet
zone of germany
his assignment was to observe the
conditions in which the 1400 LDS missionaries were
war europe part of his task was to
postwar
laboring in post
gather the information necessary to draw up contingency
plans in the event of an emergency
on april 8 1951 elder richards was sustained
and set apart as first counselor in the first presidency
of the church upon the death of president george albert
smith As part of his new calling along with the
aforementioned first vice presidency of the BYU board of
trustees he was also appointed to administer the church
missionary committee a job he was well
suited for after
wellsuited
working closely with the missionary program for 35
years it was during this period of the early 1950s in
connection with the korean hostilities that elder
richards conducted delicate and successful negotiations
with general lewis hershey of the selective service so
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that both the missionary needs of the church and the
manpower needs of the military could be met
of this effort elder gordon B hinckley said the
issue caused bitterness and false accusations
against the church by those who were not
0

0

acquainted with the facts the natural disposition was to argue back but he stephen L
moreay
we
no
more
by commoreby
gain
said
richards
shall
posing the difficulty and compose it he did
with patience and skill that came of his great
personality and the inspiration
of
the
lord
4
manifest through him
president richards continued his travels in the
1950s discussing missionary matters with state department officials in washington in 1952 and going to europe
in 1954 and 1955 for the laying of the cornerstone and
the dedication of the swiss temple other highlights
during the 1950s were his receipt of an honorary doctor
lon
publication
of laws degree from BYU in june 1953 and the publ
icat ion
53 a
compilation of
of his second book where is wisdom

discourses in 1955
president richards passed away may 19 1959 at
the age of 79 years 11 months on his passing the
remaining members of the first presidency david 0
mckay and J reuben clark jr stated that president
richards
great love and devotion to his country and
a
great patrimade
him
of
free
institutions
its
otic citizen his influence for the preservation
of the constitution and the government formed
T

0
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placed him
hia
hla
itgeneration
hig
hit
his

under

of

half years later
stephen L richards building
at brigham young university

six and

a

among

the foremost citizens

on november
was

5

1965

the

dedicated to his honor
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in man the state and war kenneth N waltz
claims that for a peace prescription to be valid it
must be based on a proper view of the causes of war
waltz analyzes the validity of three basic causes of
man himself the characteristics of the nation
war
state and the international system
1I have examined the views of elder stephen L
of the waltz
odthe
richards on peace and war in the context ofthe
framework elder richards believed that the failings of
men were the primary causes of war
his prescription
for peace was widespread acceptance of the gospel he
disagreed with the waltz view that men are unchanging
and that peace plans based on the reform of men are
futile elder richards views coincided with waltz
that democracies are more likely to be peaceful than
dictatorships he recognized too that aspects of the
international system contribute to conflict elder
richards was ambivalent however about the prospects of
the gospel being accepted by enough people for peace to
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